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INNOVATIONS
2010 WINNERS

W hat is our Innovations Program all about? First, 
let’s talk about what we’re not. We’re not the 
Academy Awards that showcases tons of finalists 

in tons of categories, with judges unknown to the industry 
telling you who wins and loses. Instead, we are the Good 
Housekeeping Seal of Approval. We want to recognize 
innovations introduced between January of 2010 to 
December of 2010 that changed the mortgage space. 

Our Executive Team is made up of six professionals that 
combined have over 100 years of mortgage experience. 
They know the space and you probably know them, too. 
All applications that entered were scored on a weighted 
scale. We were looking for the innovation’s overall industry 
significance, uniqueness, positive change, the intangible 
efficiencies gained, and the hard cost and time savings that 
the innovation enables. 

We encourage you to apply online to get recognized next 
year. Tell us how you meet this criteria. But for now, in 
alphabetical order, the top five innovations of 2010 are:Deliver...

Industry Significance

Overall Uniqueness

Positive Change

Intangible ROI

Hard Savings ROI



DRI Management Systems 
www.dridefault.com
The unfortunate reality that the mortgage 
servicing segment has neglected to 
innovate its core technology over the 
years is now coming back to haunt not 
just servicing, but the entire industry. The 
servicing business was once simply just 
another department of every mortgage 
banking firm and depository institution 
making home loans. The industry was 
totally unprepared for the onslaught it 
faced, owing to the lack of innovation 
in core servicing systems, which were 
basically unchanged over the course of 
two generations.

When the crisis hit, the private sector, 
led by DRI, helped fill the workflow 
gap with increasingly sophisticated 
default management systems that were 
integrated with the main servicing 
platforms. This innovation provided 
much-needed technology for an area of 
the business that had taken a budgetary 
back seat to origination and secondary 
marketing since the late 1970s. As a 
result, DRI developed its Rincon offering 
to provide servicers the ability to handle 
many more loans using the technology 
than would otherwise be possible for 
individual servicing associates.  

 Industry Significance
Since servicing departments were 
grossly understaffed and origination 
departments were seeing layoffs, a 
secondary mission was adjoined: 
providing a platform that would serve 
as a sophisticated training tool to 
retrain people from outside servicing 
to perform key tasks. This tactic 
allowed companies to reduce layoffs, 
capitalize upon existing skill sets and 

create human resources from within 
rather than paying exorbitantly to 
acquire them. By providing innovations 
including new workflow sophistication 
as well as pre-built workflows, new 
rules engine capabilities along with pre-
built rules, “smart” services ordering 
and easily managed administrator 
configurable help scenarios, Rincon 
creates a new standard in default 
management automation.

 Overall Uniqueness
Rincon was built to not just increase 
workload capabilities, but to double 
and even triple them in some cases. 
Workflow engines of phenomenal power 
were created to anticipate economic 
scenarios and work with figures 
provided by servicing rights owners to 
develop workouts in moments—saving 
days and even weeks from the then-
typical timeframes. All the standards 
set by DRI’s previous offering, 
The Default Solution, were raised 
substantially by Rincon, bringing a 
game-changing array of capabilities 
to the loan servicing best practices 
scene. Rincon included four modules 
in its initial release: loss mitigation, 
bankruptcy, foreclosure and REO.

 Positive Change
Building on over 25 years of hard-won 
practical experience with DRI’s default 
management software, the new platform 
zeroes in on servicers’ most critical 
issues. First, the .NET browser-based 
platform is designed for accelerated 
deployment and easy implementation. 
Secondly, the designers were sensitive to 
servicer input and built the system with 
extremely robust workflow processes, 
supported by user-defined, automated 
business rules. This specification was 
especially important, as servicers desired 

to enable each borrower-facing associate 
to manage significantly more cases 
than they were able to handle without 
the technology. The Web-based design 
embeds letters, forms and other essential 
workflow items into the automated 
environments of each specialized 
module, along with pre-authorized lender 
and investor parameters and workout 
modeling. All essential third-party 
services are available with a DRI-
sponsored vendor network and can be 
ordered either as needed or automatically 
by the rules engine.  

 Intangible ROI
All in all, this brings up an essential 
point: will servicers be able to handle 
the increasing delinquencies and defaults 
without the assistance of technologies 
like Rincon? It’s probably not possible, 
in the opinion of Duke Olrich of DRI. 
“It’s not like the S&L crisis, back when 
we started DRI,” he says. “Not only are 
the tasks more complex, but the sheer 
size of the current situation overwhelms 
servicing staffs with workflow tasks 
and repetitive steps that benefit from 
automation.” With Rincon’s default 
management capabilities, servicers are 
able to avoid the current strategy of 
“throwing bodies” at the problem until 
a breaking point is reached within the 
organization.

 Hard Savings ROI
The proof is in the pudding as they say. 
One Rincon customer says, “We are 
in the business of finding ways to save 
loans from foreclosure. Without DRI’s 
technology, our success rate would not 
approach the levels we are currently 
seeing,” he says. We have experienced 
success rates of 80% and more with 
loan modifications lasting a year or 
longer, according to this Rincon user.
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Field Asset Services 
www.fieldassets.com
For years, property preservation 
companies have struggled with how to 
quickly, easily and accurately document 
completed work orders in the field. 
Many vendors rely on e-mail, FTP and 
photo sharing sites for this process, and 
there is no easy way to organize the 
photos, associate them with work orders 
and ensure that the photos represent an 
accurate record of the work performed.  

To address these issues, FAS 
embarked on creating FASconnect. To 
make the photo management process 
truly automatic, FAS knew they needed 
to leverage the intelligence of a smart 
phone but at the end of the day, they still 
could not trust that the data on the phone 
had not been changed or tampered with 
from the time the photo was taken to 
when it was shared with FAS. 

To eliminate this doubt, FAS 
developed an application on the 
Android-based phone that would tie 
directly into the camera to capture 
photos in addition to the GPS, date and 
time information and then relay this 
information directly to a web server to 
securely store the data.

 Industry Significance
Throughout the years, companies 
have brought to market innovations 
that provide unmatched benefits to 
organizations and individuals in every 
industry. Often these innovations are 
referred to as disruptive or revolutionary 
and have the potential to fundamentally 
change the marketplace. 

FASconnect is one of those 
disruptive technologies having 
a profound impact on proof-of-

performance reporting for field 
services. The mortgage industry, and 
field services in particular, has been 
challenged over the years with mistrust 
and fraud at a variety of levels. By 
creating a solution that eliminates the 
questions and offers servicers a tangible, 
certified record of proof documenting 
the work conducted in the field, FAS 
has made a difference.

 Overall Uniqueness
The unique value FASconnect brings 
to mortgage servicers is not necessarily 
the ability to capture photos at the job 
site in question with a smart phone, but 
rather its’ ability to certify each and 
every photo with a stamp that provides 
the time, date and location that picture 
was taken. 

In addition, FAS has taken this 
concept one step further and ensured 
this information cannot be tampered 
with or changed at any point in the 
process. Photos are automatically and 
in real-time uploaded and saved to 
their appropriate file folders and later 
reviewed by FAS to ensure authenticity 
and accuracy.

 Positive Change
Both vendors and customers have 
realized significant savings in cost 
and time by using FASconnect. These 
savings have lead to greater efficiency, 
productivity and business gains. One 
FAS client asserted, “FASconnect is 
really making a difference in helping us 
to more effectively manage and oversee 
the daily maintenance of our properties. 
FASconnect’s ability to stamp each  
photo with the location, time and 
date really provides an extra layer of 
assurance and security. 

“This enables us to eliminate 
multiple visits to a property and make 

decisions more quickly to get our 
properties back on the market for resale 
in a timely manner.”

 Intangible ROI
With the development of FASconnect, 
FAS has been able to transform a once 
tedious process into a streamlined, 
tamper-proof system that has 
significantly reduced operational 
costs and increased efficiency for FAS 
vendors and customers. 

FAS vendors can complete jobs 
faster enabling them to do more jobs in 
a single day to grow their businesses; 
eliminate the need for office staff to 
work late hours uploading and reviewing 
photos and ultimately reduce the 
number of office staff needed; guarantee 
the time, date and location of work 
completed to protect their business from 
potential fraud risk; receive payment on 
work completed more quickly and be 
recognized for high quality jobs.

 Hard Savings ROI
The results that FASconnect has 
delivered in such a short time have been 
remarkable. On average, FASconnect 
processes over 500,000 photos daily and 
in November 2010 FAS celebrated a 
major milestone with the 100,000,000th 
photo being uploaded through 
FASconnect. This illustrates vendors are 
using the technology, its working and 
FAS clients are undoubtedly realizing 
the benefits.

With nearly 15 years of experience 
in the property preservation industry, 
FAS is constantly developing and 
introducing new concepts, processes 
and technologies to lead the industry 
rather than respond to the industry’s 
dynamics. 

Simply put, FASconnect exemplifies 
this commitment.



MISMO 
www.mismo.org
MISMO V3 Architecture and reference 
model have seen a consolidation of 
favorable opinions during 2010. Release 
Candidate 3.0 has been out for over a 
year. FHFA, Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac have adopted it and have published 
a schedule for adoption by all lenders 
that deliver loans to them.

The participants and subscribers 
have continued to refine and develop 
the model. Release candidate 3.1 will 
be published in January of this year. 
It incorporates Credit, MI, Document 
Classification, and Property Valuation. 
These have been major steps this year.

In addition MISMO has incorporated 
all of the compliance requirements 
that came out in 2010. The hard 
work by the MISMO volunteers will 
enable the mortgage industry to be 
truly transparent and restore investor 
confidence.

 Industry Significance
A single model that accommodates 
every aspect of the loan from the 
first contact with the borrower until 
the holding period after the loan has 
paid off will greatly reduce errors. 
The XML-based e-file can flow from 
one system to another without costly 
conversions and reinterpretations. 
High data quality and efficient 
processes will evolve as a result of 
this reference model.

 Overall Uniqueness
The idea of a single industry-wide data 
standard is not new. Many individuals 

and organizations have sought that goal 
for over 10 years. 

It has only been through the 
dedicated work of hundreds of 
participants that MISMO has been able 
to reconcile into a single model all the 
concepts used in originations and loan 
delivery, to name just two. 

The originality was not in the actual 
idea to do it, but in the dedication to 
accomplish it.

 Positive Change
The focus of organizations during the 
recovery of the mortgage Industry 
should be improved data quality 
and transparency. The MISMO V3 
Architecture and the V3.0 release 
empower system designers in venders 
and lenders to implement both quality 
and transparency. 

Release 3.0 was the core design 
used by FHFA to require Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac to have a Uniform 
Mortgage Data Model. The V3.0 
reference model unifies the data 
gathered during the origination process 
with that used to deliver loan into the 
secondary market.  

 Intangible ROI
One of the impediments to a full 
e-mortgage process is the difference 
between traditional wet ink signed 
documents and e-signed documents. 
The V3 architecture unifies these into 
one model. 

A document, whether scanned 
into an image or created and signed 
electronically is a single construct with 
descriptors of the various features a 
document might have. With this unified 
model lender can design a signal 
process that will handle both traditional 
and e-documants.

For example, every field needed to 

meet the flood of new compliance rules 
that came in 2010 has been incorporated 
into the V3 references model. 
Compliance begins with uniform data 
definitions. Lenders and venders can 
take advantage of the loan’s structure 
in the V3 reference model to improve 
the borrower experience by pulling 
information from other systems so as to 
avoid repetitive data entry. 

For example, when a mortgage 
lender is refinancing a loan that they are 
also servicing, the data can be pulled 
from the servicing platform into the 
origination process. 

Similarly, during a loan modification 
one can see both the old and the new 
loan information. 

 Hard Savings ROI
The more organizations that implement 
this new MISMO architecture, the 
greater the potential interconnectivity 
and the greater the net savings will 
be. Setting a hard cost value on data 
quality and transparency is a difficult 
thing.  We could estimate its value by 
looking at the costs that the industry 
has suffered in the past few years 
for not having high data quality and 
transparency. The estimate would be in 
excess of a trillion dollars.

Can we blame all the losses on lack 
of data quality and transparency? When 
credit froze, banks would not lend to 
each other because they could not trust 
the values in the published balance 
sheets. What would have happened if 
investors and banks could have seen 
all the data associated with every loan? 
Would that have restored confidence? 
We can never know. 

However, it is obvious that that 
uncertainty was, at its core, caused by a 
lack of transparency. The MISMO V3 
reference model is designed to provide 
the same level of data to every point 
along the value chain.
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Motivity Solutions
www.motivitysolutions.com

The Movation technology provided 
by Motivity Solutions speaks directly 
to industry needs like ensuring 
transparency, data quality, executive 
insight, total insight into the entire 
mortgage operation, etc. The Movation 
Enterprise Platform is a business 
management platform that combines the 
user’s existing systems to fill the gaps, 
optimize the organization and simplify 
the business. By connecting fragmented 
technology and plugging into existing 
systems, Movation actually is able to 
maximize the user’s insight and control 
over the entire mortgage business.

 Industry Significance
Movation’s innovative, performance-
driven business intelligence capabilities 
are entrenched in the customers’ 
culture and will be instrumental as 
they deploy regulatory and business 
solutions in 2011, such as loan 
originator compensation. Through 
Movation, customers will strive to 
optimize efficiencies in an industry 
that is expected to see a 40% decrease 
in originations by year end. Further, 
Movation provides the ability, 
through its robust CRM and work 
management features, to maximize 
revenue opportunities by placing 
the customer first. The configurable 
CRM functionality enables lenders to 
maximize lead generation relationships, 
enrich customer interaction and touch 
points throughout the loan origination 
process, and create life-long relationships 
through Movation’s Relationships for 
Life program that ensures lenders are 

“top of mind” any time their borrowers 
have a lending need.

 Overall Uniqueness
In the last 20 months since Movation 
“came to market” the competition 
Motivity Solutions has encountered 
is Qlikview, SAP, Intellimine, and 
Microsoft BI. Due to our executive 
team’s cumulative mortgage experience 
coupled with the truly innovative, pre-
configured, mortgage centric business 
solutions that we deploy, Motivity 
Solutions is proud to state that lenders 
consistently select Movation over 
these alternative business intelligence 
solutions. This is quite a testament as 
the competition cited is Gartner rated 
with outstanding reputations. Movation’s 
pre-configured business intelligence set 
provides executive insight across the 
entire mortgage business; specific work 
management solutions to effectively and 
efficiently automate mortgage workflow 
activities such as lead and customer 
relationship management, conditions 
management, quality control processes, 
and automated post-closing.

 Positive Change
CFOs effectively managed multiple 
warehouse lines via Movation’s 
dashboards, which are also accessible 
via secure log in access or their mobile 
devices. Sales managers monitored 
productivity and the profitability of 
their originators utilizing the same 
performance metrics that will ultimately 
drive loan originator compensation 
programs in 2011. Operations managers 
were empowered to manage real time 
costs and overall profitability utilizing 
Movation’s activity monitoring, trending 
calculations and pull through ratios. 
Movation’s data reconciliation and 
import/export functionality enabled 

our customers to ensure data quality by 
reconciling between loan origination, 
accounting systems and their excel 
spreadsheets to ensure field accuracy, 
to minimize rekeying of data between 
systems, and to expedite financial 
balancing and reconciliation of financial 
information.

 Intangible ROI
It is very important to note that Movation 
provides the ability to act upon the 
results of the executive insights that our 
business intelligence provides. Motivity 
Solutions customers are empowered 
to focus on opportunities or potential 
problems and invoke Movation’s 
business rules, CRM, imaging, and work 
management tools to take immediate 
action to optimize these opportunities or 
resolve issues before they have a negative 
impact on their business. As an example, 
a large retail lender identified an increase 
in turnover of their loan officers with 
a direct correlation to abnormally long 
cycle times. The sales manager was able 
to hone in on the department causing 
the process to bottleneck (down to 
the actual employee) and was able to 
take immediate corrective action by 
instituting training procedures and new 
automated file distribution policies, 
thereby reducing their cycle times by 
almost 50%.

 Hard Savings ROI
One of Movation’s customers, and 
a leading, nationwide multi-channel 
originator, was able to increase their 
production by over 200% in 2010 via the 
addition of four warehouse lines, thereby 
increasing their lending capacity 4 fold. 
This lender utilized Movation’s business 
intelligence to manage these lines real 
time and anywhere via Movation’s 
mobile capabilities.
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NATION Technologies 
www.nationtechnologies.com
The patented BIOWRAP file encryption 
and management solution developed by 
NATION Technologies allows companies 
and individuals to easily certify, secure, 
manage and track electronic information 
at rest as well as in motion.  BIOWRAP 
customers are capable of encrypting 
any electronic information, designating 
retention rights and specifying precisely 
who is authorized to gain access. 

Certificate authentication supports 
digital and hardware tokens to create 
BIOWRAP encrypted files. It allows 
for encryption for any electronic 
information. Encrypted files are always 
protected and can be delivered by any 
electronic means (CD, e-mail, FTP, 
thumb drive, etc.). The encrypted file can 
only be accessed by the creator. Only 
those that present their certified biometric 
can gain access. Only those with a valid 
certificate can gain access. Specifically, 
Only members of the company or 
group can gain access. The BIOWRAP 
file encryption solution represents a 
cost-effective means to meet and even 
exceed State and Federal requirements 
for the protection of sensitive electronic 
information.

 Industry Significance
The BIOWRAP solution serves to bring 
the confidence of a handshake back 
to the mortgage space. Information 
encrypted with BIOWRAP is 
authoritative, unalterable and traceable. 
Mortgage industry professionals can now 
produce secure electronic information 
to protect sensitive client information 
in accordance with State and Federal 
requirements. Customers now have 

an increased level of confidence that 
their information is only accessible to 
authorized individuals. Institutional 
clients are provided with further audit 
protection.

 Overall Uniqueness
Traditionally, when evaluating solutions 
for the practical risk management 
of electronic information, too much 
emphasis has been placed on protecting 
the information within the confines 
of an enterprise environment and its 
transmission between parties. While both 
are important components of information 
risk management, singularly they neglect 
to properly authenticate the originator 
of the electronic information, effectively 
secure the payload and establish a clear 
method to account for who has accessed 
the authoritative version, internally 
and externally. BIOWRAP serves to 
authenticate and secure any electronic 
information at the point of creation 
to protect the information at rest or in 
motion, regardless of the transmission 
method. BIOWRAP represents a 
proactive approach to effectively manage 
and mitigate the risks associated with 
sensitive electronic information. 

 Positive Change
BIOWRAP is not an industry specific 
application. In 2010, NATION 
Technologies registered clients in the 
medical industry, corporate environment 
(human resources departments, 
accounting departments), insurance, 
and financial industry (mortgage 
brokers, appraisers, inspectors and a 
financial institution). The company’s 
most recently signed agreement in the 
financial servicing community is in 
coordination with a home purchasing 
solution platform. This platform, owned 
by Community Empower, will require 

that all valuations (inspections and 
appraisals) in this program are to be 
generated from trusted appraisers and 
trusted inspectors. Requiring that all 
appraisals and inspections be performed 
by accurately identified and properly 
credentialed professionals using People 
not Passwords authentication. This 
implementation represents approximately 
75,000 appraisers and inspectors to 
be accurately identified and properly 
credentialed over the next two years. 
NATION Technologies will operate as 
the identity authority to perform the 
service of accurately identifying these 
individuals and providing each with a 
unique certified identity. 

 Intangible ROI
For years, industries (including the 
mortgage industry), companies and 
government agencies alike have been 
expressing the need for a solution to 
address the lack of confidence and 
transparency associated with the 
exchange of electronic information. With 
no extensive implementation required, 
the BIOWRAP file encryption solution 
can immediately and cost-effectively 
prevent penalties for noncompliance 
associated with sensitive electronic 
information.

 Hard Savings ROI
BIOWRAP files remain protected 
wherever they are kept and however 
they are transported. Only authorized 
individuals are capable of accessing 
your sensitive electronic records. 
BIOWRAP allows a company to define 
a combination of confidentiality access 
rights to protect electronic information at 
all times. The BIOWRAP solution also 
includes automated monitoring. Lost or 
stolen BIOWRAP encrypted files are 
always protected.




